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ABSTRACT: The formation of nanosized alloys between a
pair of elements, which are largely immiscible in bulk, is
examined in the archetypical case of Pt and Au. Element
specific resonant high-energy X-ray diffraction experiments
coupled to atomic pair distribution functions analysis and
computer simulations prove the formation of Pt−Au alloys in
particles less than 10 nm in size. In the alloys, Au−Au and Pt−
Pt bond lengths differing in 0.1 Å are present leading to extra
structural distortions as compared to pure Pt and Au particles.
The alloys are found to be stable over a wide range of Pt−Au
compositions and temperatures contrary to what current
theory predicts. The alloy-type structure of Pt−Au nano-
particles comes along with a high catalytic activity for electrooxidation of methanol making an excellent example of the synergistic
effect of alloying at the nanoscale on functional properties.
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Bulk gold (Au) and platinum (Pt) are known as noble
metals because they are very inert chemically with respect

to gases and liquids. This special property of bulk Au and Pt has
been employed in several applications in traditional medicine
and electronics. With current technology moving rapidly
toward smaller scales, Au and Pt have been increasingly
produced in nanosized dimensions and explored for bio-
medical,1,2 optical,3 magnetic,2,4 and catalytic5−8 applications.
These recent studies have revealed that 1−10 nm particles of
pure Pt, pure Au, Pt−Au mixtures, and Pt/Au mixtures with
other mostly transition metals develop new properties that are
quite different from those of the respective bulk metals and
alloys. While good progress has been made in producing
nanosized Au- and Pt-based materials and devices the
understanding of why Pt and Au behave so differently when
reduced to nanoscale dimensions is far less advanced.
Questions about the nanosized Au and Pt atomic-scale
structure ground state, and the possible formation of alloys
between Au and Pt that are largely immiscible in bulk are still
unsettled. In particular the picture of 1−10 nm sized Pt/Au
particles has been evolving from featuring them as uniform
pieces of face-centered cubic (fcc) lattices terminated with
regular facets9 to inhomogeneously strained and locally
disordered yet fcc-like atomic arrangements10,11 that some
studies imply may12,13 and others may not14−17 form stable Pt−
Au alloys. Progress in understanding these fundamental
questions has been hindered by the lack of advanced analytical

techniques that can deliver structure knowledge about 1−10
nm Pt−Au particles with both good atomic position accuracy
and chemical specificity.
Here Au, Pt, and PtxAu1−x (x = 0.77, 0.51, 0.4, 0.2) particles

are studied by resonant high-energy X-ray diffraction (XRD)
coupled to atomic pair distribution functions (PDFs) analysis
and computer simulations. This nontraditional experimental
approach allows one to obtain a very clear picture of the
nanoparticles (NPs) atomic-scale structure. In particular, we
find that Pt and Au keep their bond distances almost
unchanged from the bulk values resulting in extra structural
distortions in the binary PtxAu1−x particles. In all particles, the
structural distortions increase from the core toward the surface.
Yet, similarly to the bulk, Pt and Au atoms arrange in an fcc-like
pattern in both pure Pt and Au as well as in the binary PtxAu1−x
particles. However, contrary to the bulk case18 and to what
current theory predicts,14−16 we find that PtxAu1−x NPs exhibit
a random alloy-type structure and do not segregate into a
core−shell morphology even when annealed to temperature as
high as 800 °C. This result is independently confirmed by
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) experiments. The
random alloy-type structure of PtxAu1−x NPs endows them with
high catalytic activity for electrooxidation of methanol
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providing an excellent example of the synergistic effect of metal
alloying at the nanoscale on functional properties.
Gold, platinum, and Pt−Au particles were synthesized by a

modified two-phase method using aqueous solutions of HAuCl4
and H2PtCl6. While in solution the particles were mixed with
fine carbon powder. The carbon-supported Pt−Au particles
were dried out and subjected to removal of the capping organic
molecules in a tube furnace at 300 °C in 20% O2/N2
atmosphere for 1 h. Two batches of particles were prepared
by further annealing at 400 and 800 °C, respectively, under
15% H2/N2 atmosphere for extra 2 h. The exact chemical
composition of the particles was determined by direct current
plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy and found to be Pt,
Pt0.77Au0.23, Pt0.51Au0.49, Pt0.40Au0.60, Pt0.20Au0.80, and Au. More
details of the preparation procedure are given in the
Experimental and Modeling Methods. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) studies (for details see the Experimental
and Modeling Methods and Supporting Information Figure S1)
showed that the particles are spherical in shape and with a
narrow size distribution. The average size of the particles
annealed at 400 °C was found to be 5.1(5) nm while that of the
particles treated at 800 °C was 8.0(1.0) nm. The carbon-
supported NPs were loaded into thin-walled glass capillaries
with a diameter of 1.5 mm and subjected to synchrotron XRD
measurements details of which are given in the Experimental
and Modeling Methods. Typical for materials of nanosized
dimensions the particles show rather diffuse XRD patterns with
broad peaks (see Supporting Information Figure S2) rendering
traditional, sharp Bragg peaks based atomic-scale structure
analysis hardy applicable. As we19−21 and others22−24 have
shown the task is greatly simplified if not the diffuse XRD
patterns but their Fourier transform, the so-called atomic PDFs,
are considered instead. Experimental atomic PDFs for the 5.1
nm particles studied here are shown in Figure 1a. Note that the
atomic PDFs thus derived are usually called total in a sense that
they show all distinct types of interatomic correlations in the
respective materials. For the pure Au and Pt NPs, the total
PDFs thus reflect the correlations between the only one
chemical species present: Au−Au and Pt−Pt correlations,
respectively. For the binary PtxAu1−x NPs the total PDFs in
Figure 1a reflect the correlations between the two chemical
species present, that is, Au−Au, Au−Pt, and Pt−Pt correlations.
Details of the total PDFs derivation are given in the
Experimental and Modeling Methods.
As can be seen in Figure 1a, the total PDFs show a series of

sharp peaks reflecting the presence of well-defined atomic
coordination spheres in all NPs. For 5.1(5) nm particles the
respective total PDFs should show physical oscillations up to
distances of 5.1 nm. The experimental PDFs, however, decay to
zero at distances of about 3.5 nm that indicates the presence of
local structural disorder diminishing the NP’s structural
coherence length to distances shorter than their size. Both
metallic10,11 and nonmetallic25,26 NPs are often found to show
such disorder mostly due to surface relaxation effects. The
PDFs for pure Pt and Au NPs have their first peaks positioned
at distances of 2.76(1) and 2.86(1) Å, which are very close to
the Pt−Pt and Au−Au bond lengths in bulk Pt and Au,
respectively.27 The position of the first peak in the total PDF
for PtxAu1−x NPs smoothly varies with x (see Figure 1b) from
2.78(1) for x = 0.77 to 2.84(1) Å for x = 0.2. The eventual
presence of fine structure in that peak, that is, the eventual
presence of distinct Pt−Pt and Au−Au bond lengths in
PtxAu1−x NPs is unclear since the XRD data (see the

Experimental and Modeling Methods and Supporting In-
formation Figure S3) has been recorded to wave vectors of qmax
= 24 Å−1 limiting the real space (Δr = 2π/qmax) resolution of
the total PDF data to approximately 0.25 Å.
The experimental PDFs were first approached with a model

based on the fcc-type lattice occurring in both bulk Pt and Au.27

In this type of traditional crystallography constrained
modeling,28 a PDF for an infinite fcc lattice is first computed.
Then each of the coordination spheres of the perfect lattice is
broadened by a convolution with a Gaussian function to take
into account the presence of thermal (Debye−Waller type) and
static local atomic displacements in NPs. At the same time, the
computed PDF is multiplied by a particle shape (spherical in
our case) dependent function that is zero for distances longer
than the size of the NPs being modeled. It is a simplistic
approximation to the structure of real NPs but is useful since it
allows one (i) to verify the type of their atomic ordering and
(ii) to obtain a set of structural parameters (e.g., lattice
constants and atomic displacement amplitudes) that may be
compared directly with those for the corresponding bulk
materials. Details of the computations are given in the
Experimental and Modeling Methods. As can be seen in Figure
1a the experimental PDFs can be approximated reasonably well

Figure 1. (a) Experimental (symbols) and model (line in red) atomic
PDFs for 5.1(5) nm Au−Pt particles. The model PDFs are based on a
fcc-type lattice as explained in the text. The respective goodness-of-fit
factors (see eq 10 in the Experimental and Modeling Methods) are in
the range of 18−20%. (b) Low r part of the experimental atomic PDFs
for 5.1 nm Au−Pt particles (symbols). Experimental Pt differential
PDFs (line in red) and Au−Au partial PDFs (line in cyan) are also
shown. Arrows mark the positions of the Pt−Pt and Au−Au bond
distances. The data sets are shifted by a constant factor for clarity.
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(goodness-of-fit factors of the order of 18−20%) with models
based on an fcc-type lattice indicating that the NPs studied here
exhibit the structure type of their bulk counterparts. The
refined NP’s “fcc lattice parameters” and atomic mean square
displacements are summarized in Table 1. The lattice
parameters of PtxAu1−x NPs evolve smoothly with the relative
Pt content, x, between the values for pure Pt and Au NPs
which, in turn, are pretty close to those found in bulk Pt and
Au.27 The atomic displacement amplitudes, however, do not
evolve smoothly with the relative Pt/Au content. They are
much larger in the PtxAu1−x NPs than in the pure Pt and Au
NPs indicating that the binary NPs suffer extra structural
disorder, and disorder is known to affect the properties of NPs
very substantially.29 To reveal the origin of this extra disorder
and how exactly Pt and Au atoms are arranged with respect to
each other across the NPs, structure data sensitive to the Au
and Pt species are needed. Sensitivity to the chemical type of
the atomic species may be added by employing spectroscopic
techniques such as extended X-ray absorption fine structure
spectroscopy (EXAFS) or imaging techniques such as high-
angle-annular-dark field scanning transmission electron micros-
copy (HAADF-STEM). The EXAFS technique is very useful
but yields information on the atomic ordering extending out to
5−6 Å only. Thus, for example, an EXAFS experiment would
hardly distinguish between a hexagonal and fcc-type atomic
ordering in NPs since both show first and second coordination
spheres of 12 and 6 atoms, respectively. Besides, EXAFS signals
of species that, like Pt and Au, are neighbors in the Periodic
Table overlap and are not trivial to disentangle.30 Likewise,
HAADF-STEM can reveal well compositional variations in NPs
with atomic resolution when the chemical species probed are
not very close to each other in atomic numbers.31,32 However,
like any other images HAADF-STEM images are just a
projection down an axis and so not very sensitive to the
atomic ordering inside nanoparticles. We overcame the
difficulty by employing the so-called resonant XRD, which
involves measuring two XRD data sets close to but below the
absorption edge of an atomic species, taking the difference
between these two data sets, and Fourier transforming it into a
quantity called a differential atomic PDF.33 Similarly to EXAFS
results, the differential PDF reflects only correlations relative to
the element whose absorption edge is probed. However, unlike
EXAFS, it shows these correlations up to the longest
interatomic distances to which they extend. In the past
resonant XRD experiments have been conducted on relatively
low-energy (20 to 30 keV) K edges of transition metals in bulk
amorphous alloys.34−36 The feasibility of resonant XRD on
high-energy (70 to 80 keV) K edges of noble metals in less than
10 nm in size particles diluted in solution has been documented
by us very recently.37 Here we extend these studies to NPs
supported on very fine carbon powders (see the Experimental
and Modeling Methods), where the NPs mass loading was kept
as low 10% (i.e., approximately 5 × 10−5 mg/cm2) meeting the
requirements of real life applications. In particular, carbon-

supported binary NPs treated at 400 °C with a composition of
Pt0.77Au0.33, Pt0.51Au0.41, and Pt0.40Au0.60 were subjected to
resonant XRD experiments conducted at the Pt Kα edge. The
choice of Pt Kα versus Au Kα edge does not give any particular
advantages or disadvantages. We could have conducted
resonant XRD on both edges but resorted to only one due
to experimental time limitations. From XRD patterns collected
at two energies below the Pt Kα edge, Pt differential structure
factors were obtained (e.g., see Supporting Information Figure
S3a). Those were Fourier transformed into Pt differential PDFs
shown in Figure 1b. Since the Kα edge of Pt species was probed
these differential atomic PDFs contain contributions from
atomic pairs involving Pt−Pt and Pt−Au atomic pairs only.
Furthermore, by using the recently introduced MIXSCAT
approach38 the Au−Au correlations in the Pt0.77Au0.23,
Pt0.51Au0.49, and Pt0.40Au0.60 NPs were also obtained from the
respective experimental total PDFs and Pt differential PDFs
data. Basically the MIXSCAT approach involves appropriately
weighing two experimental atomic PDFs and taking a difference
between them to eliminate particular atomic pair correlations
that appear in the two PDFs but with different weight
contributions. Partial Au−Au PDFs obtained in this way are
also shown in Figure 1b. Details of the resonant high-energy
XRD experiments, Pt differential, and Au−Au partial PDFs
derivations are given in the Experimental and Modeling
Methods.
As can be seen in Figure 1b, all three Pt differential PDFs

have their first peak at a distance close to the position of the
first peak in the PDF for pure Pt NPs. For example, the Pt
differential for Pt0.77Au0.23 in which the contribution of Pt−Au
pairs is relatively low has its first peak at 2.77 Å. The Pt
differential for Pt0.51Au0.49 in which the contribution of Pt−Au
pairs is much higher has its first peak at 2.79 Å. The Pt
differential for Pt0.40Au0.60 in which the contribution of Pt−Au
pairs is even higher has its first peak at 2.80 Å. The slight shift
from 2.77 to 2.79 and then to 2.80 Å can be explained with the
increasing contribution of Pt−Au pairs to the respective
differential PDFs. As explained below, that contribution
comes about at distances longer than 2.76 Å. Furthermore, all
three Au−Au partial PDFs have their first peak at exactly the
same distance of 2.86 Å that is very close to the position of the
first peak in the PDF for pure Au NPs. The result indicates that
Au−Au and Pt−Pt bond lengths in 5.1(5) nm carbon
supported Pt−Au NPs do not take some average values that
scale with the Pt/Au relative content. Rather they remain very
close to the respective bond lengths of 2.76(1) and 2.86(1) Å
in pure Pt and Au, respectively. Understandably, the Pt−Au
bond lengths are in between these two values, that is, close to
2.81 Å. Thus when two metal atoms of different dimensions are
mixed together in an fcc-type structure the latter inevitably will
have to distort locally to accommodate them. This may well
explain why the atomic displacement amplitudes in PtxAu1−x
NPs (see Table 1) are substantially larger than those in pure Pt
and Au NPs. A similar effect has been observed in

Table 1. Lattice Parameter, a, and Mean-Square Atomic Displacements, U, As Resulted from Fitting the Total Atomic PDFs for
5.1 nm Pt−Au Particles with a Model Based on a fcc-Type Latticea

Pure Pt Pt0.77Au0.23 Pt0.51Au0.49 Pt0.4Au0.6 Pt0.2Au0.8 pure Au

a (Å) 3.918(2) 3.941(2) 3.995(2) 4.005(2) 4.023(2) 4.077(2)
U (Å2) 0.016 0.021 0.025 0.022 0.018 0.016

aFor reference, the lattice parameter of bulk fcc Pt is 3.924 Å and that for bulk fcc Au is 4.080 Å. No lattice parameter for crystalline Pt−Au alloys is
known since Pt and Au are largely immiscible in bulk.
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semiconductor alloys.39 A question then arises. How do the
size-different Pt (Ptdiamater = 2.76 Å) and Au (Audiameter = 2.86
Å) atomic species arrange themselves across the 5.1(3) nm
NPs? Is it by (i) forming an fcc-type alloy or (ii) phase
segregating in a core−shell type morphology as current
theory14−16 predicts? To answer it, we built structure models
featuring NPs of real size (5.1 nm) and shape (spherical; see
Supporting Information Figure S1) that are able to incorporate
chemical order−disorder effects extending beyond a single unit
cell of an fcc lattice. The models were built by reverse Monte
Carlo simulations (for details see the Experimental and
Modeling Methods) and tested against the experimental total
and Au−Au partial PDFs data that are very sensitive to the
spatial arrangement of the atomic species in PtxAu1−x NPs.
Moreover, Au−Au partial PDFs are able to pinpoint the spatial
arrangement of only Au chemical species across the NPs adding
very much needed chemical specificity.
Figure 2 exemplifies the differences between the outcomes of

infinite lattices-constrained and finite size, real shape NP’s

structure modeling. In Figure 2a, a 5.1 nm in diameter, 5000
atom fragment of a perfect fcc lattice of pure Au is shown. Next
to it (see Figure 2b) is the same fragment where all atoms have
been displaced about their positions with an average square
amplitude of 0.025 Å2 suggested by the infinite lattice-
constrained structure modeling (see Table 1). A model PDF
computed from that configuration (see Supporting Information
Figure S4) decays to zero exactly at distances of about 5.1 nm
but shows peaks that are way too sharp when compared to the
peaks in the respective experimental PDF data. In other words,
a model where the atoms are constrained by translation vectors
of a periodic lattice and so have the same displacement
amplitudes is not a very realistic representation of the atomic
ordering in real NPs. When the atomic positions are refined
individually against the experimental PDF data by reverse
Monte Carlo (RMC) simulations and at the same time the

energy of the model is optimized by minimizing pairwise
(Lenard-Jones type) atomic interactions the configurations
shown in Figure 2c,d result. Not surprisingly model PDFs
computed from the RMC refined models fit the experimental
PDFs much better that the model PDFs computed from the
crystallography constrained models (see Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S4). The models resulted from the reverse Monte
Carlo simulations show that the fcc-type atomic ordering in 5.1
nm NPs (see Figure 2c for pure Au and Figure 2d for pure Pt
NPs) is not uniform across their diameters. Atoms at the inner
part of the NPs show less mean square displacements than
atoms closer to the NP’s surface. The latter may deviate from
their average positions in a perfect fcc-lattice by as much as 0.06
Å2, mostly in a direction perpendicular to the NP’s surface. This
finding is fully in line with the results of other independent
studies on NPs.11,25 The nonuniformity in the NP’s atomic-
scale structure may have important implications on their
functional properties and in particular the catalytic ones.
Because the NPs’s surface is not terminated by families of flat
atomic planes of a periodic fcc lattice but is uneven, the
catalytic activity of NPs may be very different from that of the
respective bulk solids.40

The RMC refined models for pure Au and Pt NPs were used
to produce model configurations for PtxAu1−x NPs where Au
and Pt atoms show various patterns of chemical order−disorder
effects. Those models are shown in Figure 3 and used to
compute the model Au−Au partial PDFs shown in Figure 4.
The spatial arrangements of the Au atoms in the models shown
in Figure 3 are very different and so are the respective Au−Au
partial PDFs. In particular, if Au atoms were to segregate in the
core of the NPs (see Figure 3, middle section) the correlations
between those Au atoms would be just like in a fcc cluster with
the size of the NP’s core, that is, they would be very limited in
their spatial extent (see Supporting Information Figure 5 for
example). If Au atoms were to segregate at the surface of 5.1
nm NPs, they would form a few atomic layers thick shell. These
Au atoms would then have quite a few first and second like (i.e.,
Au−Au) neighbors and very few more distant like neighbors.
As a result the peaks in the respective Au−Au partial PDF
would show a pronounced steplike drop in intensity beyond the
second atomic neighbor distances (see Supporting Information
Figure S5 for example). If Au atoms were well mixed with Pt
atoms throughout the NPs (see Figure 3, right section) they
would have much less like (i.e., Au−Au) neighbors in all
coordination spheres, starting with the first, rendering all peaks
in the respective Au−Au partial PDFs with a greatly but
uniformly diminished intensity. As can be seen in Figure 4, only
structure models where Au and Pt atoms are well mixed
together throughout the NPs produce Au−Au partials PDFs
that are consistent with the experimental data. The result shows
that the PtxAu1−x NPs studied here do not phase segregate
contrary to their bulk counterparts. A confirmation of our
finding comes from independent HAADF-STEM and EDX
spectroscopic results shown in Figure 5. As can be seen in the
figure, the Au and Pt species are rather uniformly distributed
across the spherical in shape nanoparticle clearly not forming a
core−shell type pattern. Indeed the experimental EDX map of
Pt and Au species distribution (see Figure 5, right) and the
RMC constructed model for a random alloy Pt0.51Au0.49 particle
(see Figure 3, middle of the right column) show a remarkable
resemblance. The difference is that the EDX is just a map
mostly sensitive to the NP’s surface while the coordinates of all

Figure 2. Cross sections of monometallic 5.1 nm particles of
approximately 5000 atoms (a) as cut out from a perfect fcc lattice;
(b) same as (a) but with all atoms exhibiting mean-square
displacements of 0.025 Å2; (c) model for Au particles as refined
against the respective experimental PDF data by reverse Monte Carlo
simulations; (d) model for Pt particles as refined against the respective
experimental PDF data via reverse Monte Carlo simulations. The
RMC derived models reveal an fcc-type ordering that is nonuniform in
a sense that is more disordered close to the NP’s surface.
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5000 atoms from the RMC model are known and can be used
for computing and predicting of NP’s properties.
Experimental total and Au−Au partial PDFs were obtained

for the 800 °C processed PtxAu1−x NPs as well. Those are
shown in Supporting Information Figure S6. The PDFs for the
800 °C processed particles show physical oscillations to
distances somewhat longer than those seen in the PDFs for
the 400 °C processed samples. This reflects the fact that 800 °C
processed particles have a somewhat larger size (8.0 nm) than
the 400 °C processed particles (5.1 nm) Otherwise the PDFs
for the 800 °C processed NPs are rather similar to those for the
400 °C processed NPs showing that the former, just like the
latter, possess an fcc-type ordering. Furthermore, all peaks in
the partial Au−Au PDFs for the 800 °C processed PtxAu1−x
NPs are with greatly but uniformly diminished intensity which
is characteristic of random type Pt−Au alloys. Obviously the
alloying of Pt and Au occurs not only within a wide range of
Pt−Au concentrations but is also stable in NPs of different sizes
and over a broad temperature range. Common wisdom would
suggest that Au and Pt atoms that have different sizes and
surface energy would tend to segregate, especially at elevated
temperatures, into a single Pt_core-single Au_shell morphol-
ogy to relieve the atomic size mismatch strain energy and
reduce the NP’s overall surface tension. Indeed this is exactly
what current theory predicts14−16 for Pt−Au particles of sizes,
compositions and a temperature range explored in the present
study. Also, single core-single shell type morphology is what has
been observed experimentally in less than 10 nm in size Pt-

transition metal binary NPs.41 However, as our results show
nanosized random Pt−Au alloys are formed instead. Note that
these alloys are not kinetically trapped but are thermodynami-
cally quite stable since, as other studies have shown,9,17 the
mobility of Pt and Au atoms is quite high in the temperature
range of 400−800 °C explored here. Also, our own studies on
fresh and aged samples have found that the alloying
characteristics of approximately 5 nm in size Au−Pt particles
remain unchanged even after a shelving time of more than 5
years. Evidently, the alloy state of 5−8 nm Pt−Au NPs revealed
by our resonant high-energy XRD studies and confirmed by
EDX spectroscopy bears the characteristics common to stable
ground-structure states. Usually such states come with a distinct
set of physicochemical properties which is the case with the
PtAu NPs as discussed below. This is a prime demonstration of
“the plenty of room for generating new structures at the
nanoscale” concept.42 Our experimental finding of a complete
suppression of the miscibility gap in the Pt−Au system
confined to nanoscale (less than 10 nm) dimensions may
only encourage theory to look beyond its current realms.
Taking into account the largely neglected presence of
nonuniform structural disorder (see Figure 2), excess
strain,11,25 and the stemming from them breaking10,26 of the
lattice periodicity in 1−10 nm NPs may be worthwhile
pursuing as some studies suggest.43−46

The ability to produce structurally nonuniform but chemi-
cally uniform NPs of a wide range of PtxAu1−x compositions is
quite valuable for catalysis applications. Among other metals Pt

Figure 3. Cross sections of 5.1 nm Pt−Au particles (about 5000 atoms) with a core−shell and random alloy structure: (a) Pt0.77Au0.23; (b)
Pt0.51Au0.49; and (c) Pt0.40Au0.60. Pt atoms are in gray, Au in yellow. The ratio of Pt/Au atoms in the models exactly reflects the respective NP’s
chemical composition. Note the model structures represent assembly averaged structural features of all particles sampled by the X-ray beam (1 mm
by 1 mm in the present experiments) in a way the structure models generated by traditional powder XRD represent an assembly average of all
polycrystallites sampled by the X-ray beam (again typically with a few mm2 footprint) in those experiments. Comparing particle’s assembly averaged
structure models to particle’s assembly averaged properties (e.g., catalytic) puts structure−property relationship exploration on the same footing.
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shows best catalytic properties for many industrially important
reactions and devices such as fuel cells and sensors.47−50

Unfortunately Pt is very rare in nature which precludes its large
scale usage in catalysis applications. Very large effort is
underway to find nanosized catalysts that are as much Pt free
as possible yet show its superb properties. Mixing Pt with other,
more abundant metals, such as Au, is one way to go. In Figure
6, data for the Pt mass normalized catalytic activity of carbon-

supported PtxAu1−x NPs treated at 400 °C for methanol
oxidation reaction in a basic electrolyte are shown. Details of
the catalytic measurements are given in the Experimental and
Modeling Methods. As can be seen in the figure, alloying Pt
with Au up to approximately Pt0.20Au0.80 keeps the total mass
catalytic activity of the NPs very high. In terms of a relative Pt-
specific mass activity it is even maximized at Au concentration
of 60−80%. Note that (i) pure Au NPs are not active for this
reaction so that the high catalytic activity of PtxAu1−x NPs may
not be explained as a simple linear combination of the
properties of Au and Pt metals, (ii) the size and shape (e.g.,
compare Figure 5a with Supporting Information Figure S1c) of
all NPs across the 400 °C PtxAu1−x series are very much the
same precluding NP’s size and shape changing effects51 as an
explanation, and (iii) the Au−Au and Pt−Pt bond lengths do
not change much so an explanation of the high catalytic activity
in terms of bond lengths contraction52−55 is not relevant here
either. Other factors to consider are the effect of fine geometric
features on the NPs surface and of charge redistribution coming
from the chemical alloying. High-resolution images (see Figure
5a and Supporting Information Figure S1c) give little evidence

Figure 4. Experimental (symbols) and model (line in cyan) Au−Au
partial PDFs for 5.1 nm Pt−Au particles. The model PDFs are
computed from the atomic configurations in Figure 3. The data sets
are shifted by a constant factor for clarity. Au_core/Pt_shell model
Au−Au PDFs show first peaks that are too strong in intensity than the
peaks in the respective experimental Au−Au PDFs, and also decay to
zero much faster than the experimental data. Peaks in the Au−Au
PDFs for Pt_core/Au_shell model show characteristic step-down loss
in intensity at short interatomic distances that is inconsistent with the
behavior of the experimental data. Au−Pt random alloy model Au−Au
PDFs agree with the experimental data in good detail.

Figure 5. HAADF-STEM image of Pt0.51Au0.49 nanoparticle supported
on carbon. The particle has a fairly spherical shape and relatively
smooth surface (left); EDX spectroscopic composition map showing a
uniform distribution of the two metals (red dots, Pt; blue dots, Au).
The EDX map resembles very much the RMC constructed structure
model for 5.1 nm particles shown in Figure 3 (right column, in the
middle).

Figure 6. Electrocatalytic activities in terms of the total Pt metal mass
(black bars) and the total Pt and Au metals mass (red bars) for
methanol oxidation reaction in basic electrolyte (0.5 M KOH + 0.5
methanol) of carbon supported 5.1 nm PtxAu1−x particles treated at
400 °C compared to those of pure Au and Pt particles. The error
margin in the data is (±)0.5 A/mg cm2.
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for large-scale geometric features (e.g., voids etc) at the Au−Pt
NPs surface. The particles are with relatively smooth but, as out
RMC modeling shows, uneven surfaces that likely have small
steps (at least of the order of 0.3 Å) and kinks that may be
catalytically very active sites. The charge transfer may come
from the difference in the electronegativity of Pt and Au.
Mixing of Pt and Au atoms results in subtle Pt-to-Au net charge
transfer as found in other studies.55,56 Such charge transfer may
be expected to occur throughout the alloy PtxAu1−x NPs
modifying the electron density distribution of all atoms and so
affecting57−65 their catalytic activity. In particular, the increase
in the d-band vacancy at the Pt sites may facilitate the transfer
of intermediate CO-like species toward the neighboring Au
sites and, hence, facilitate the formation of the carbonate
(CO3

2−) product in the oxidative reaction of methanol. To
check for possible charge transfer between Pt and Au atomic
species we conducted X-ray photo absorption spectroscopy
experiments (XPS). Results are summarized in Table 2. Overall,

the binding energy (BE) values for Au 4f peaks are very close to
the values known for bulk Au (for Pt0.51Au0.49/C) or slightly
higher than bulk Au (for Pt0.77Au0.23/C). There is also little
change in the binding energy with the change of NPs treatment
temperature. This particular XPS experiment did not show an
observable shift of the binding energy for Au 4f toward lower
values. The reason could be that these subtle changes are
buried in the broad XPS peak envelopes, necessitating a further,
more detailed spectral analysis to reveal the expected subtle
shift in the binding energies of Pt and Au. Note broadened XPS
peaks are to be expected for NPs that, like ours, exhibit a great
deal of structural disorder, in particular close to their surface.
In any case, the mixing of Pt and Au in random-type alloys

comes along with excellent catalytic properties of PtxAu1−x NPs
over a broad range of x values. Those properties are largely
impossible to comprehend in terms of the single Pt_core-single
Au_shell structure model suggested by theory.
Indeed tuning the degree of chemical ordering-disordering in

1−10 nm metal NPs emerges as a very efficient way to improve
their catalytic activity.50,66−74 Resonant high-energy XRD and
differential atomic PDFs analysis can be invaluable in this effort
by providing much needed structural information with both
high spatial resolution and chemical specificity. In particular, as
the present studies show bond lengths mismatch as little as 0.1
Å can be clearly resolved by conducting resonant XRD on high-
energy K edges of metal species. Such a very high resolution
can greatly facilitate revealing the exact origin of excess strain
and disorder in metallic NPs. Note this is virtually impossible to
be achieved by traditional high energy X-ray or neutron
diffraction since it would require collecting data to wave vectors
as high as 60−70 Å−1. Furthermore, resonant high-energy XRD
and differential PDFs analysis can help greatly in revealing the
true nature of chemical ordering even when the chemical

species in NPs are very close in atomic numbers which renders
other traditional characterization techniques inapplicable. An
added value is the fact that resonant high-energy XRD can be
done on small amounts (e.g., down to fractions of mg) of NPs
as loaded on supports or in solutions facilitating in situ studies
when necessary. As such the technique is a valuable
complement to TEM, HAADF-STEM, XPS and several other
experimental techniques that are already well established in the
field of catalysis.
On a more general note, advancing science and technology

will keep generating nanosized materials with increasingly
complex structure and chemistry. The 1−10 nm range of sizes
appears of a particular interest to biomedical, catalytic,
magnetic, and optical applications.1−8 Materials confined to
such small sizes may not necessarily have bulk analogues nor be
quite expected to exist from first principles. This research effort
may only benefit from advanced analytical tools such as
resonant high-energy XRD coupled to differential PDFs
analysis that can deliver precise knowledge about the atomic
and chemical ordering (e.g., see Figure 3, right) across the NPs
allowing properties targeted for improvement to be considered
in terms of a proper atomic-scale structure basis and so better
utilized. Also, structure models resulting from such exper-
imental studies may serve as a basis for testing and
improvement of the predictive power of theory and so help
turn the still largely trial-and-error approach to developing 1−
10 nm sized materials into a smart engineering endeavor.

Experimental and Modeling Methods. Nanoparticle
Samples Preparation. Au, Pt, and Au−Pt NPs were
synthesized by a modified two-phase method. It involved
transferring of AuCl4

− and PtCl6
2− from aqueous solution of

HAuCl4 and H2PtCl6 into toluene using tetraoctylammonium
bromide as a phase-transfer reagent. Thiols (e.g., decanethiol)
or amine (e.g., oleylamine) compounds were added to the
organic solution as NPs capping agents. An excess of aqueous
NaBH4 was slowly added for the reduction reaction. The
resulting NPs were collected by removing the toluene solvent,
washed in ethanol, and redispersed in hexane. Carbon black
obtained from Cabot was used as NP’s support. The carbon
black was first pretreated by suspending in hexane and
sonicated for 6 h at room temperature. A controlled amount
of Au, Pt, or Au−Pt alloy nanoparticles was added into the
suspension. The suspension was sonicated for another 30 min,
followed by stirring overnight. Thus prepared carbon-supported
Au, Pt, and AuPt particles were collected and dried under N2.
Typical NPs mass loading on the carbon support was about
10% (i.e., approximately 5 × 10−5 mg/cm2). The carbon-
supported PtAu NPs were first annealed in a tube furnace at
300 °C under 20% O2/N2 for 1 h during which the capping
molecules were completely removed as evidenced by
complementary FTIR and XPS analyses. Then two batches of
NPs were prepared by further annealing at 400 and 800 °C
under 15% H2/N2 atmosphere for another 2 h each. The exact
Au, Pt and AuPt NP’s compositions were determined by direct
current plasma-atomic emission spectroscopy and found to be
Pt, Pt0.77Au0.23, Pt0.51Au0.49, Pt0.40Au0.60, Pt0.20Au0.80, and Au .

Nanoparticles' Size and Shape Characterization. The size
and shape of nanoparticles were estimated using a 100 keV
Hitachi H-7000 transition electron microscope. For the TEM
measurements, the NPs were dispersed in hexane and then
drop cast onto a carbon-coated copper grid followed by
hexane/solvent evaporation in air at room temperature. TEM
studies (see Supporting Information Figure 1) showed that the

Table 2. Comparison of the XPS Experiments Determined
Binding Energy (BE) Values (in eV) for Pt0.77Au0.23/C and
Pt0.51Au0.49/C Processed at 400 and 800 °C

Pt0.77Au0.23/C Pt0.51Au0.49/C

XPS bands 400 oC (BE) 800 oC (BE) 400 oC (BE) 800 oC (BE)

Au 4f5/2 88.08 88.08 87.68 87.72
Au 4f7/2 84.40 84.40 84.00 83.97
Pt 4f5/2 75.05 74.90 74.59 74.62
Pt 4f7/2 71.75 71.65 71.32 71.52
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NPs are spherical in shape and with a narrow size distribution.
The average size of the NPs annealed at 400 °C was found to
be 5.1(5) nm while that of the NPs treated at 800 °C was
8.0(1.0) nm.
Nanoparticles' Catalytic Properties Measurements. Glassy

carbon (GC) disk (geometric area, 0.07 cm2) was used as
electrode for loading the catalyst on the surface. The catalyst
ink was prepared by suspending 1.0 mg of particles in 1 mL of
0.25% Nafion solution and sonicating for 15 min. The
suspension was then quantitatively transferred to the surface
of the polished GC disk. The electrodes were dried overnight at
room temperature. The measurement of the electrocatalytic
activity employed the cyclic voltammetric (CV) method and
was performed using a microcomputer-controlled electro-
chemical analyzer (CHI600a, CH Instruments). The experi-
ments were carried out in a three-electrode electrochemical cell
at room temperature. A representative CV curve showing the
electrocatalytic oxidation of methanol on a AuPt catalyst is
shown in Supporting Information Figure S7. All electrolytic
solutions were deaerated with high-purity argon or nitrogen
before the measurement. The CV potentials are given with
respect to the reference electrode of Ag/AgCl saturated with
KCl. The active area of the catalysts in terms of the exposed Pt
sites was determined by CV measurements in the hydrogen
adsorption/desorption potential region in an acidic electrode.
More details are given in ref 73.
Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction Experiments and Atomic

PDFs Derivation. The experiments were carried out at the 1-ID
beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at the Argonne
National Laboratory. All samples were measured with X-rays of
energy 78.070 keV which is 325 eV below the K absorption
edge of Pt. The respective XRD patterns are given in
Supporting Information Figure S2. A pure carbon sample not
loaded with NPs was also measured and used as a reference
“background” sample. In addition, the Pt0.77Au0.23, Pt0.51Au0.49,
and Pt0.40Au0.60 samples annealed at 400 and 800 °C were
measured with X-rays of energy 78.370 keV that is 25 eV below
the K adsorption edge of Pt (see Supporting Information
Figure S3a). The beam was delivered by a combination of a
bent double-Laue premonochromator, collimating refracting
lenses and a four crystal high-energy resolution (ΔE = 8 eV)
monochromator.75 The monochromator setup was calibrated
and occasionally checked during data collection for stability
against sub-eV energy drifts using the K absorption edge of a
pure Pt foil in transmission. Scattered X-rays were collected by
a single, intrinsic Ge detector coupled to a multichannel
analyzer. Few energy windows, covering several neighboring
channels, were set up to obtain counts integrated over specific
X-ray energy ranges during the data collection. These energy
windows covered: the elastic/coherent intensity only; the
elastic, inelastic/incoherent (Compton), and Pt Kβ fluorescence
intensities all together; the Pt Kα1 and Kα2 fluorescence; and the
total intensity scattered into the Ge detector. Integrated counts
within these ranges were collected several times scanning up to
wave vectors of 24 Å−1 and then averaged to improve the
statistical accuracy. The integrated range of only elastically
scattered X-ray photons with energy of 78.070 keV was further
corrected for detector dead time, sample absorption and
background/pure carbon scattering. The so corrected XRD
data was reduced to structure factors defined as
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where ci and f i(q) are the atomic concentration and X-ray
scattering factor respectively for the atomic species of type i.
The structure factors were Fourier transformed into atomic
PDFs as follows
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where q is the magnitude of the wave vector (q = 4π sin θ/λ),
2θ is the angle between the incoming and outgoing X-rays, and
λ is the wavelength of the X-rays used.19−23 The so-derived
atomic PDFs are shown in Figure 1a. Usually they are called
“total” PDFs in a sense that they reflect all distinct types of
interatomic correlations in the material studied. In particular,
for a material comprising n atomic species the total atomic PDF
is a weighted sum of n(n + 1)/2 partial PDFs, G(rij), that is

∑=G r w G r( ) ( )
i j

ij ij
, (3)

where wij are weighting factors depending on the concentration
and scattering power of the particular atomic species as follows
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Therefore, for the pure Au and Pt NPs studied here the
experimental total PDFs reflect the correlations between the
only one chemical species present: Au−Au and Pt−Pt
correlations, respectively. For the Pt−Au alloy, NPs in the
experimental total PDFs in Figure 1a reflect the correlations
between the two chemical species present, that is, Au−Au, Au−
Pt, and Pt−Pt correlations.
Next, only the elastically scattered from the Pt0.77Au0.23,

Pt0.51Au0.49, and Pt0.40Au0.60 NPs intensities collected with
78.370 keV X-rays were subtracted out from the elastically
scattered intensities collected with 78.070 keV X-rays. The
difference intensity is quite substantial as exemplified in
Supporting Information Figure S3b and is entirely due to the
substantial change in the dispersion corrections (see Support-
ing Information Figure S3a) to the atomic scattering factors of
the Pt species only. The difference intensities were used to
derive the so-called Pt differential structure factors33,37
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where E1 and E2 denote the data sets collected with X-rays of
78.070 and 78.370 keV energy, respectively, and the atomic
scattering factors f(E) = fo(q) + f ′(q, E) + if″(q, E) are
evaluated with the respective for the two energies dispersion
corrections f ′ and f″.37 The obtained Pt differential structure
factor for Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs is shown in Supporting Information
Figure S3c as an example. The corresponding Pt differential
atomic PDF, DG(r)A, was obtained via a Fourier trans-
formation as follows:
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where qmax extends to 24 Å−1. Note, since only the scattering
form factor of Pt atoms changed significantly, this differential
atomic PDF contains contributions from atomic pairs involving
Pt-i type atoms only, that is

∑= Δ − −r w G rDG( ) ( )
i

i iPt Pt Pt
(7)
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and f*(E) is the complex conjugate of f(q) and i = Pt, Au. The
Pt differential atomic PDF for Pt0.51Au0.49 NPs is shown in
Figure 1b together with the Pt differential PDFs for Pt0.77Au0.23,
and Pt0.40Au0.60 NPs that were obtained in a similar manner.
Furthermore, by using the recently introduced MIXSCAT

approach38 the Au−Au correlations in the Pt0.77Au0.23,
Pt0.51Au0.49 and Pt0.40Au0.60 NPs were also obtained from the
experimental total PDF and Pt differential PDF data. Basically
the MIXSCAT approach involves appropriately weighing two
experimental atomic PDFs and taking a difference between
them to eliminate particular atomic pair correlations that
appear in the two PDFs but with different weight
contributions.38 Following the MIXSCAT approach the Pt−
Pt and Pt−Au correlations in Pt0.77Au0.23, Pt0.51Au0.49, and
Pt0.40Au0.60 NPs were eliminated and the Au−Au correlations
extracted as follows

−

= −
Δ −
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where wij and ΔwPt‑i are the weighting factors of the Pt−Pt and
Pt−Au atomic pairs estimated using the respective definitions
given in eqs 4 and 8 above. Note the derivation of the Au−Au
partial PDF by eq 9 above is relatively straightforward in our
case since both experimental PDF data sets involved in it have
been derived from XRD data collected on the same instrument
with similar statistical accuracy and to the same qmax value and
have also been subjected to analogous correction and Fourier
transformation protocols. The resulting Au−Au partial atomic
PDFs for the 400 °C treated samples are shown in Figure 1a
and those for the 800 °C treated samples are shown in
Supporting Information Figure 6b. A comparison between the
Au−Au partial PDFs for Pt0.77Au0.23, Pt0.51Au0.49, and
Pt0.40Au0.60 NPs annealed at 400 and 800 °C is also shown in
Supporting Information Figure S6.
Structure Modeling. The periodic (Bravais) lattice-con-

strained fitting of the experimental total PDFs was done with
the help of the program PDFgui.28 Data from literature
sources27 for the crystal structures of bulk Pt and Au were used
as starting values in the fitting. It was done as to minimize a
goodness-of-fit indicator, Rw, defined as
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where Gexp and Gcalc are the experimental and calculated PDFs,
respectively, and wi is the weighting factor reflecting the
statistical quality of the individual data points. The structural
parameters resulted from the fitting are summarized in Table 1.

Here it may be noted that the agreement factors achieved with
the PDF fits based on lattice-type models are usually in the
range of 15−20% as is the case with the present fits. Such Rw
values appear somewhat high when compared to goodness-of-
fit factors resulted from Rietveld refinement of XRD data in
reciprocal space. This mostly reflects the fact that the atomic
PDFs being fit take both the sharp, Bragg like features and the
diffuse component of the XRD data into account while Rietveld
fits consider only the former. The inherently higher absolute
value of the goodness-of-fit factors in PDFs fits, however, does
not affect their functional purpose as a residuals quantity that
guides the refinement of the structural parameters of the tested
Bravais lattices based models.
Finite size atomic configurations cut out of a perfect fcc-

lattice (see Figure 2a) were used to start the reverse Monte
Carlo simulations.76 The configurations were spherical in shape
and about 5.1 nm in diameter, that is, with a size and shape
similar to those of the NPs studied here. In the simulations, the
position of each atom from the approximately 5000 atom
configurations was adjusted as to minimize the difference Rw
(see eq 10 above) between the model and experimental PDF
data. Atoms were constrained (i) not to come closer than
preselected distances of closest approach and (ii) to maintain as
maximal (i.e., as close to 12) as possible coordination numbers.
The first constraint reflects the fact that, for example, Au atoms
in the NPs studied do not approach each other closer than 2.6
Å as the experimental Au−Au partial PDFs show. The second
constraint takes into account the close packing nature of the
fcc-type atomic ordering in noble metals and their alloys. At the
same time the energy of the configurations was optimized by
minimizing pairwise (Lenard-Jones type) potentials for Pt and
Au taken from literature sources.77 The simulations were done
with the help of a new version of the program RMC++78

expanding on our recent work published in refs 26 and 79. The
reverse Monte Carlo simulations refined structure models for
Au and Pt NPs are shown in Figure 2c,d, respectively. These
model configurations were used to produce the binary Pt−Au
structure models in Figure 3 that show very different chemical
ordered-disorder features.
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